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Questions
1. Who’s WHO - What does and should do?
2. Why has pandemic been so deadly in US?
3. How will pandemic shape post-Covid-19 world?

(Video details of US Covid response)

Deaths per million

Never let a crisis go to waste. Winston Churchill 

US is off the chart!
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Who’s WHO?

◼ Created by UN 1948 in wake of                                             
WW II global health problems

◼ Complicated – 194-member state decisions by 
consensus or not at all

◼ Governed by executive board of 34 technical experts 
nominated by their governments

◼ Not an implementing agency, provides technical 
guidance and support to national ministers of health

◼ Far flung - 6 regional & 150 state offices

◼ Decentralization enhances coordination but also 
fragmentation, inefficiencies, and overlaps
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WHO’s ballooning mandate

◼ Initial WHO focus - infectious diseases

◼ Now - noncommunicable diseases, traffic accidents, 
addiction, mental health, universal healthcare, etc.

◼ Global mandates:

◼ Providing scientific and technical expertise

◼ Setting goals and agendas

◼ Guiding health regulation negotiations

◼ Coordinating health authority

◼ Thus, WHO tries to be all things to all people on all 
health issues everywhere in the world
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Limited finances & authority

◼ WHO budget is $2.4 bil. - same as US large hospital and 
¼ US Center for Disease Control (CDC)

◼ Receives voluntary contributions ~ 80% of budget

◼ Funding not flexible - must make appeals for new crisis

◼ Advisory & coordinating – no enforcement authority 

◼ Coordination depends on voluntary willingness

◼ As a result, WHO deferential to member states and 
rarely criticizes, challenges or circumvents governments
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WHO 
Funding

$2.8 bil/yr.

◼ 2-yr funding 
$5,624 mil 

◼ US largest 16%

◼ Less than 20% 
assessed, rest 
voluntary
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Rank Contributor
Assessed 

contributions

Voluntary 

contributions Total Share

1 US 237 656 893 16%

2 Gates Foundation 531 531 9%

3 UK 43 392 435 8% 449

4 GAVI Alliance 371 371 7%

5 Germany 61 231 292 5%

6 Japan 93 122 214 4%

7 UN 192 192 3%

8 Rotary International 143 143 3%

9 World Bank 133 133 2%

10 European Commission 131 131 2%

Others 524 1,587 2,289 41% 1690

Total 958 4,489 5,624 100% 4650

Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Health_Organization

Voluntary contributions specified are funds provided by Member States or other partners

Top 10 contributors (Biennium 2018–2019) Mil. $

Assessed contributions are the dues Member States pay depending on the states' wealth and population

◼ Gates large voluntary

◼ China 2nd assessed $114 mil. per 2 yrs. – half of US



More aggressive in 2003 SARS 
epidemic in China, but scolded

◼ China not forthcoming and refused WHO investigative 
team to visit site of outbreak

◼ WHO could only notify world about an outbreak 
reported to it by member state

◼ WHO broke these conventions - reported and control 
efforts successful

◼ Although SARS spread to 26 countries, only 1,000 died 
and virus essentially disappeared

◼ But WHO told that SARS response was “good; but 
don’t do it again”
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After SARS, WHO granted 
broader authorities & capacities

◼ Now WHO can declare emergency

◼ Members required to notify WHO when a potential 
health emergency

◼ Since new rules: declared 6 emergencies; H1N1 in 
2009; Polio in 2014; Ebola in 2014 & 2018; Zika in 
2015; and Covid-19 in 2020

◼ Declarations politically difficult as fear will hurt 
economy, unlikely report in a timely matter

◼ WHO has no teeth or incentives to comply
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Timeline of WHO’s Covid-19 response

◼ Dec 31, 2019: Heard of suspected virus in Wuhan

◼ Jan 3, 2020: Officially notified by China 

◼ Jan 5: Publicly announced outbreak

◼ Jan 10: Issued guidance on outbreak

◼ Pressed China, but slow response and denial

◼ Jan 28: Head of WHO flew to China and urged President 
Xi to share information

◼ Feb 3: WHO - no need to ban travel & trade; praised 
China’s response, & virus spread as "minimal and slow"

◼ Feb 15: Before WHO experts allowed to visit Wuhan

◼ Mar 11: Labeled Covid-19 a pandemic 
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Timeline of US Response

◼ Jan 3: CDC notified by China of Wuhan illness 

◼ Jan 8: CDC issued its first public alert

◼ Jan18: Outbreak discussed with Trump

◼ Jan 20: China’s Pres. Xi’s first public warning

◼ Jan 20: Fauci says NIH already working on a vaccine

◼ Jan 23: China locks down Wuhan; WHO warns to prepare 

◼ Jan 27: WHO put risk "high at the global level“

◼ Jan 29: US announced Coronavirus Task Force

◼ Jan 31: US declared emergency & travel restrictions

◼ Feb 22: WHO & US declare pandemic

◼ Mar 15: CDC guidance against gatherings of 50+
9



US withdrawal & 
return to WHO 

◼ On Jul 7, 2020, Trump announced WHO withdrawal

◼ Blamed WHO for not promptly warning about coronavirus

◼ Charged WHO was “too China centric”

◼ Said WHO aided China’s cover-up of pandemic

◼ Criticisms of US withdrawal 

◼ WHO declared emergency on Jan 30, when only 83 cases 
and no deaths outside China

◼ Would hurt US health security and diplomacy

◼ Bill Gates said halting is “dangerous”

◼ Biden restored US to WHO on Jan 22, 2021
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What WHO did right?

◼ Shipped millions of masks and personal protective 
equipment (PPE) to 48 countries

◼ Distributed millions of respirators, test kits and swabs

◼ Deployed 180 emergency medical teams

◼ Appealed for over $2 bil but received less than half

◼ Supported COVID-19 Vaccines Global Access (COVAX) 
for equitable access and coordinate resources 

◼ Used COVAX to pool procurement and negotiate prices

◼ Supported equitable distribution of virus preventatives
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WHO: What went wrong?

◼ Initially, timid when it needed to be bold

◼ Did not timely compel China to share information

◼ Gratuitous early praise of China

◼ Slow to keep up and too conservative updating 
guidance

◼ Slow to advise the public to wear masks 
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Solutions: Give WHO more 
money, authority & autonomy 

◼ Member states increase assessed contributions

◼ Change yes/no declaration to a stoplight-type warning

◼ Give independent investigative authority similar to IAEA

◼ Give enforcement powers similar to WTO

◼ Allow WHO to issue warnings without governments ok

◼ Increase autonomy so it’s not so deferential

◼ Include a broader range of expertise than just medical 
doctors to consider economic and social effects
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Economic impacts of 
COVID-19 pandemic

◼ Largest global recession in history

◼ Supply shortages - panic buying, disruptions

◼ Global stock markets crashed 

◼ Instability - price spikes, market disruption, trade bans 

◼ Global events and travel cancelled 

◼ More government spending - rising interest and taxes

◼ Greater inequality between those who could work 
from home and those who could not

◼ Closed classrooms – harm future productivity

◼ Shifts in residences and reduced need for office space
14
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Political impacts COVID-
19 global pandemic

◼ Biggest rollback of freedoms                                              
during peacetime

◼ Suspensions of legislatures and elections

◼ Claims of advantages of autocracy response to crises

◼ Unprecedented expansion of government power

◼ States of emergency misuse of power and restrictions

◼ Hungary gave absolute power to government

◼ Oppressive and intrusive digital surveillance 

◼ Media restrictions on criticism of government

15From <https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Impact_of_the_COVID-19_pandemic_on_politics> 



International relations 
impacts of COVID-19

◼ US image suffered by poor Covid-19 response 

◼ China promotes its authoritarianism vs democracy

◼ China deflecting criticisms with conspiracy theory 
coronavirus originated in US

◼ Iran said coronavirus was US biological invasion

◼ Tensions on trade of medicines, diagnostic tests & PPE

◼ Rich nations hogging pandemic materials

◼ Germany & France ban export of medical equipment

◼ Russia-Saudi oil price war 

◼ West alleged Russian hackers stole COVID-19 research
16Impact of the COVID-19 on international relations, From Wikipedia



Worrisome post-
pandemic geopolitics

◼ Accelerate not reverse direction of geopolitics

◼ Rising U.S.-China power struggle – new Cold War?

◼ Reduce openness to globalization and cooperation

◼ Spur further nationalism and democratic recession

◼ Why worry?

◼ Many top issues require cooperation: climate change, terrorism, 
pandemics!, nuclear proliferation, cyber warfare, trade … 

◼ Reduced trade and globalization will slow economic growth

◼ Nationalism can morph to extremism (Hitler) and anti-
democratic (Orban in Hungary)

17Sources: The Pandemic Will Accelerate History Rather Than Reshape It, By Richard Haass, Foreign Affairs, April 07, 
2020 and  "A Cold War With China Would Be a Mistake,"  WSJ, May 7, 2020 

Pandemic will not be over anywhere until it is over everywhere



Why Asia’s low Covid 
death rate vs. US & world

◼ Mobilized quickly testing                                                          
and contact tracing

◼ Success benefited from

◼ Previous experience with SARS pandemic 

◼ High trust in government specialized expertise 

◼ Mask wearing already a part of the culture

◼ Used PPE, social distancing and hand cleaning

◼ Used triage to reduce stress on hospitals
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Source: Great Decisions Briefing Book #6  “ The Two Koreas” by Scott Snyder 

COVID-deaths 2/18/2021

Rank of 

174
Country

Deaths per 

100,000 

population

174 World 32.46 0              

2  Taiwan 0.04 0              

8  China 0.35 0              

43  South Korea 2.99 0              

167  US 149.91 0              

1  Burundi 0.03 0              

But slow pace of shots puts Asia economic recovery at risk. WSJ, 3/3/2021



Why is pandemic hitting rich 
countries harder than Asia 

and Africa? 

◼ Various explanations are being explored:

◼ Demographic structure: younger in low-income countries

◼ Warehoused elderly: third of US deaths in nursing homes

◼ Underreporting: for Covid-19 could be one-in-ten 

◼ Maybe storm hasn’t yet arrived where oddly low death rates 

◼ Certain governments responded more effectively

◼ Acquired differences: prior infections reduce severity

◼ “Dose-related”: lower in more open-air & warmer countries

◼ Upshot? There may be no one culprit

19
Source: New Yorker, Feb 22, 2021, Why Does the Pandemic Seem to Be Hitting Some Countries Harder 
Than Others?  By Siddhartha Mukherjee , author of Pulitzer Prize book “The Emperor of All Maladies” and 
“The Gene: An Intimate History."



Despite spending much more on health 
care, U.S. performs worse than peers 

and ranks 50 of 167 in world 
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Prosperity measure Average score_2007

Overall 18 81.12605

Market Access & Infrastructure 4 70.40973

Enterprise Conditions 6 78.87009

Investment Environment 9 77.18599

Economic Quality 13 68.57966

Social Capital 13 81.06089

Education 17 82.2686

Natural Environment 19 76.79613

Personal Freedom 21 89.15114

Governance 22 75.65809

Living Conditions 26 81.71121

Health 50 67.11846

Safety and Security 60 77.5

US rank of 167

Source: https:THE LEGATUM PROSPERITY INDEX™ 2020, www.prosperity.com. 167 countries ranked

UK AustraliaNetherlandsNew Zealand Norway Sweden Switzerland Germany Canada France US

OVERALL RANKING 1 2 3 4 4 6 6 8 9 10 11

Care Process+ 1 2 4 3 10 11 7 8 6 9 5

Access+ 3 4 1 7 5 6 8 2 10 9 11

Administrative Efficiency+ 3 1 9 2 4 5 8 6 6 11 10

Equity+ 1 7 2 8 5 3 4 6 9 10 11

Health Care Outcomes+ 10 1 6 7 3 2 4 8 9 5 11

 Health Care System Performance Rankings 2017

Source: “Mirror, Mirror 2017: International Comparison Reflects Flaws and Opportunities for Better U.S. Health Care, By Eric C. Schneider,et al, 

https://interactives.commonwealthfund.org/2017/july/mirror-mirror/#chapter5

Doubled 
from 8% 
to 17% 
GDP



What went wrong in 
America? 

◼ America is home to many of best medical scientists 
and, in Centres for Disease Control and Prevention, 
world’s most respected public-health institute.

◼ Politics was partly to blame. … But politics alone cannot 
explain why fatalities in America are so much higher…. 
[A]lso have to weigh other factors, including diabetes, 
obesity, care for the elderly, public health in an unequal 
country and genetics.

21
Source: Covid-19: Now America has passed 500,000 deaths, what next? Economist, Feb 27, 2021



Is Covid-19 a wake-up 
call for US?

◼ Wake-Up Call - pandemic exposed declines                
in US governance long before Trump

◼ Government doing more than it could or should

◼ Bogged down in useless rule-making and paperwork 

◼ At mercy of special interest groups

◼ Welfare model failing - Medicare & Social Security 
projected to run out of money

◼ Fail to see our faults and learn best practices from 
other countries and slow to  innovate 

22

Bloomberg donates millions to Harvard to help world mayors 
better manage, innovate and share best practices. WSJ, 3/3/2021



Down on the farm, we call it “barn blindness”

◼ Chronic condition spent comparing 
your horse/s to all others only to find 
all others wanting

◼ You’re sensitive to comments about 
your horse that are not superlatives 

◼ Barn blindness stops you improving 
your horse because you don’t correct 
a flaw because you don’t see it

23

◼ Cure is to put your horse for sale. Market will tell you 
what your horse is worth, ouch! 

◼ Side effects include a deflated ego, which is not fatal, but 
a better understanding of the horse business.



Post-Pandemic 
(post-vaccine) 

America?  

◼ Government will accept a more active role & debt

◼ Accelerated innovation in – education, retailing, 
shopping, carry-out, foreign travel, tele-medicine …

◼ Less single sourcing, more diversification (less China)

◼ More online retail (now 16% vs 4% 2010)

◼ Favor large companies with better access to capital 
and governments - a big customer ahead

24Return to near normal by fall. – Bill Gates 2/28/2021



Covid catastrophic, but 
easier to halt than climate 

change

◼ Both pandemics and climate                              
change are global problems

◼ But have silver bullet for Covid – vaccinations

◼ People wear masks, social distance and line-up to be 
shot and end may be in sight

◼ Reducing climate change much more difficult

◼ Perhaps Covid is a wake-up call that will pave the way 
for greater global cooperation and preventative 
actions by individuals 

25

Silver bullet

Vaccines promised for US adults by May 31. – WSJ 3/3/2021



Role of WHO
Summary & Conclusions

1. Q. What are the expected consequences of Covid-19?

A. One of the most deadly and economic damaging events of past century. 

2. Why has Covid-19 been so deadly in US – despite highly rated 
CDC and medical system?

A. US is widely connected to the world, government decisions are more 
decentralized and less draconian, slow bureaucracy, skeptical of urgency and 
seriousness, less vigilant in taking precautions, unprepared ...

3. Why has role of WHO been so criticized?

A. WHO is lead global health agency, despite being a large and far-flung, 
lacks funding, authority and too deferential to its 194 member states. 

4. What should be done to improve response to future pandemics?

A. Members need to better fund and give more authority to WHO as well as 
be more forthcoming in reporting health crises and cooperating with WHO  

26Next Class 8: End of Globalization?



Teaser for Class 8: End of 
Globalization?

Governments want the benefits of open trade,                   
but they worry about its impacts on specific                 
sectors or groups... [and have] been preoccupied                      
with finding international agreements that offer the benefits 
of openness while guarding against its downside….

As countries become more open to the world system, they 
also become more exposed to various dangers…. [E]vents in 
one country-such as bad economic policy, a pandemic, civil 
war and refugee flows, or the proliferation of lethal 
weapons - can generate instabilities and harms…. 
International cooperation becomes essential if openness is 
to be reconciled with the safety and well-being of countries 
across the system. 

27Source: John Ikenberry, A World Safe for Democracy, 2020, Pages 60-61



Discussion questions

1. Since US plans to stay in WHO, what changes would be most 
important to implement first?

2. Do you agree with the proposals promoted in the “non-white 
paper” on how to improve the WHO? What are some changes 
you would add or take out of the proposal? 

3. How much control should international organizations have over 
their member countries? Should organizations like UN and WHO 
have authority to overstep local governments? 

4. Should main function of WHO be to prevent any future global 
outbreaks like Covid-19, or is it better for WHO to have multiple 
different interests? 

5. What would be some of the drawbacks, if any, to increasing the 
role and authority of most international organizations?

28Source: The World Health Organizations Response to Covid-19, By Mara Pillinger, Great Decisions 2021 Topic #7
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US Covid-19 deaths may be 100,000 more than 
reported. In Russia, could be 300,000! 

29

COUNTRY TIME PERIOD

COVID-19 

DEATHS

EXCESS 

DEATHS

PER 100K 

PEOPLE

Excess/

Covid COUNTRY / CITY

US Mar 7th-Jan 8th 360,370 448,550 138 124%

S Korea Mar 1st-Dec 5th 530 -690 -1 -130%

Russia Mar 31st-Dec 30th 56,250 367,880 252 654%

Germany Mar 15th-Jan 30th 57,150 60,740 73 106%

Denmark Mar 22nd-Feb 6th 2,200 1,310 23 60%

Britain Mar 13th-Jan 21st 112,760      106,110      160 94%

Brazil Mar 21st-Dec 25th 190,780      217,670      104 114%

US Covid-19 deaths may be undercounted

Source: Economist , Feb 23, 2021

 “Excess deaths” numer who have died compared to historical baseline

Appendix of Supplemental Information



Role of WHO

◼ Fastest way to control pandemics is to act together

◼ Pres. Trump announced plan to terminate funding of 
WHO and transfer money to other organizations

◼ WHO has become a political flashpoint

◼ WHO when virus first discovered by Chinese, 
complained that Chinese authorities misled the world 
about its pandemic

◼ China was too slow to warn the world of its dangers

◼ China was not forthcoming with information - more 
concerned about its reputation than spreading of 
global pandemic

30
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Complaints that pandemic response was not 
coordinated and leaderless

◼ Critics charge  US leaving WHO at height of Covid big mistake

◼ Results in WHO moving to the way that China wants

◼ John Bolton – WHO not lean and mean like once was 

◼ WHO created when UN created - world health deemed a 
priority

◼ Believed recovery from WW II would not be successful unless 
international cooperation on health

◼ Even during Cold War, US and Soviet Union cooperated on 
global health

◼ Now, many have grown disenchanted with WHO

◼ WHO credited with eradication of diseases, but lost its focus

◼ For example, global fight against HIV-AIDS was taken out 
because WHO was not seen as effective

31
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Member states get terribly defensive 
and WHO lacks the authority

◼ WHO has no authority to implement its consensus and 
has to rely on voluntary compliance

◼ WHO can be expelled from a country 

◼ WHO power is not to compel, only persuasion

◼ In 2002 outbreak in China of SARS, when China was 
not forthcoming, WHO pushed China for information 
and taking action

◼ But after SARS, member states said “you did a great 
job but don’t do it again”

◼ States saw it as an infringement and set new rules 
that WHO should not chastise its members nor 
enforcement authorities 32
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US is largest WHO contributor

◼ WHO has relied upon US to finance it - US is largest 
provider and also voluntary contributions

◼ Assessments now only 20% of WHO budget

◼ 80% voluntary contributions - 10% from Gates 
Foundation

◼ Much is earmarked for what donors want

◼ Wealthy countries have pushed for reducing 
assessments and increasing the voluntary 
contributions

◼ WHO focuses on not upsetting its donors 

◼ Proposals to give WHO more power not approved

33
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World awakened to pandemics -
question is: can WHO do the job

◼ Countries are not going to agree to WHO coming in and 
doing investigations if they do not want them to 

◼ When WHO created, were only 48 members now 194

◼ No question that we need world health cooperation,  
question is do we need WHO or some other organization

◼ Given nationalism spreading around world, politicians 
are less willing to allow WHO to intervene and support 
multilateral initiatives

◼ Countries are preferring to implement their own agenda

34
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In an interconnected world, the 
failure of any state is a danger to all

◼ Pandemic when you have a nationalist perspective but 
an international issue

◼ Some recommend investigating whether China’s 
influence in WHO is too much

◼ WHO gave excessive praise to China

◼ A Chinese had been in charge of WHO for 10 years

◼ China had undue influence and others failed to block it

35
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Who now battling politics as well 
as pandemics

◼ Now, WHO is battleground for influence between 
China & US

◼ US has not supported a truly global approach by WHO

◼ US saw WHO as avenue for criticizing China

◼ Going forward, most crucial question is: what lessons 
will be learned so can prepare for next pandemic

36
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Pandemic deaths – historical perspective
(More than WW II, Korean & Vietnam Wars)

38

Pandemic Date

World 

Population 

(millions)

Deaths 

Millions

Deaths 

per 

100,000

1918 Spanish flu 1918–20 1,800         58.00 3,222      

Asian flu 1957–58 2,900         2.50 86           

Hong Kong flu 1968–69 3,530         2.50 71           

2009 swine flu pandemic 2009–10 6,850         0.64 9              

Typical seasonal flu Every year 7,750         0.47 6              

COVID-19 World projected 5/10/2020 7,900         0.28 4              

COVID-19 World Projected 2/22/2021 7,900         3.70 47           

COVID-19 U.S. Projected 5/31/2020 330             0.12 37           

COVID-19 U.S. Projected 2/22/2021 330            0.59 179         

Major modern influenza pandemics

wikipedia.org/wiki/2009_swine_flu_pandemic and https://www.covid19projections.com/
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Top seven threats to US in next 
decade

1. The Covid-19 pandemic (67%)

2. Domestic violent extremism (57%)

3. Development of China as a world power (55%)

4. Global economic downturn (55%)

5. Political polarization in US (55%)

6. International terrorism (54%)

7. Foreign intervention in American elections (54%)

39

The 2020 Chicago Council Survey was conducted from July 2 to July 19, 2020, among 
a representative national sample of 2,111 adults. 

Pandemic most critical, others about same
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